
ADDIS ABABA: Ethiopia’s capital Addis Ababa
could fall within “months if not weeks”, an Oromo
group allied with Tigrayan rebels said yesterday, as
the fighters advanced southwards. The Tigray
People’s Liberation Front (TPLF), which has been
fighting Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed’s government
for a year, has claimed significant territorial gains in
recent days, along with its ally the Oromo
Liberation Army (OLA).

As fighting has dragged on, reports of massacres,
mass rapes and a starvation crisis have emerged,
with the UN rights chief yesterday denouncing the
extreme brutality on display, after a joint UN-
Ethiopian report warned of possible “crimes against
humanity” by all sides. Earlier yesterday OLA
spokesman Odaa Tarbii said his group intended to
topple Abiy’s government, calling his removal “a
foregone conclusion”. 

“If things continue in the current trajectory, then
we are talking about a matter of months if not
weeks,” he said, referring to OLA’s move on Addis
Ababa. The comments came hours after Ethiopia
declared a nationwide state of emergency Tuesday
and ordered residents of Addis Ababa to prepare to
defend their neighborhoods.

In a statement released yesterday, Abiy urged
citizens to support the war effort and accused the
rebels of trying to turn Ethiopia into Libya and
Syria, adding: “They are set to destroy a country -
not to build it.” Under the state of emergency,
authorities can conscript “any military-age citizen
who has weapons” or suspend media outlets
believed to be “giving moral support directly or
indirectly” to the TPLF, according to state-affiliated
Fana Broadcasting Corporate.

In the capital, anxious residents voiced support
for the government’s measures. “They are enemies
of Ethiopia and they need to (be) dismissed, and to
do that all of us need to cooperate with the state of
emergency,” said Azmeraw Berhan, a self-employed
man. But TPLF spokesman Getachew Reda said the
measures amounted to a “carte blanche to jail or kill
Tigrayans at will”. “While the regime is teetering on
the brink of collapse, #Abiy & his lieutenants are
unleashing a reign of terror with a vengeance,” he
tweeted yesterday.

‘Crimes against humanity’ 
A joint investigation by the office of UN rights

chief Michelle Bachelet and the Ethiopian Human

Rights Commission (EHRC) published yesterday
found evidence of “serious abuses and violations”
by all sides in the conflict. “The gravity and serious-
ness of the violations and abuses we have docu-
mented underscore the need to hold perpetrators
accountable on all sides,” Bachelet said. The report,
which covers the period from November 3, 2020,

through June, pointed to extra-judicial executions,
endemic torture and sexual violence among other
abuses, and said that “a number of these violations
may amount to crimes against humanity and war
crimes”.

It detailed reports of gang rapes by various par-
ties against women and girls, as well as men and
boys. It also recorded the deaths of at least 29 civil-

ians in shelling by federal forces targeting Tigray’s
capital Mekele on November 28, as well as revenge
killings in Mai-Kadra following the town’s capture
by Ethiopian and Amhara forces after a massacre of
ethnic Amhara residents last year. Abiy said the
report presented no evidence of genocide but
Bachelet said the findings were not so clear-cut and
called for further investigation.—AFP 
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MEKELE: A damaged tank stands on a road north of Mekele, the capital of Tigray. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: Ex-Facebook work-
er Frances Haugen strode on stage to
roaring applause in Portugal, the latest
step in a trajectory that has diverged
sharply from that of other high-profile
whistleblowers who wound up in exile
or ruin. Haugen’s leak of company
records has benefited from well-oiled
communications machinery, powerful
backers and a lucky crypto currency
bet - even if it’s far from certain
whether she will induce her stated
goal: to reform Facebook.

The internal reports captured by
her smartphone camera and handed to
journalists have already resulted in a
deluge of damning stories with the
common argument that Facebook
executives knew the platform could
hurt teens, ethnic minorities, or democ-
racy but were more concerned about
profits. Yet instead of winding up des-
titute or fearing prosecution, 37-year-
old Haugen has become a media-savvy

figurehead on a world tour of the
backlash against the leading social
media giant.

“It’s definitely not a David versus
Goliath situation - she is so much more
organized and in a position to have
power,” said Vigjilenca Abazi, a senior
international fellow at Government
Accountability Project, a US whistle-
blower protection organization. In a
matter of weeks Haugen has testified
before the US Congress and the British
Parliament, with European Union law-
makers inviting her for a November 8
appearance. In between, she made the
time to be interviewed on stage before
a clapping, full house at the Web
Summit tech conference in Lisbon.

“I originally did not plan to ever
come out, right like I said before. I
don’t like attention,” Haugen said, as
she recounted her journey from work-
ing on Facebook’s anti-misinformation
team to international renown. One of

her key decisions was aligning with
Whistleblower Aid, an organization
that says it helps workers “report and
publicize their concerns - safely, law-
fully, and responsibly.” “They had
many, many weeks and months of con-
versation about what it was that drove
her to this... what her evidence looked
like,” the group’s CEO Libby Liu said
onstage with Haugen in Portugal.
“Then she retained us.”

Yet money is always the question -
and Haugen, despite resigning from
Facebook in April - says she is living in
Puerto Rico and doing alright. “For the
foreseeable future, I’m fine, because I
did buy crypto at the right time,” she
told The New York Times, referring to
the volatile but currently booming digi-
tal monies. It has not hurt to have
wealthy and influential backers, includ-
ing the global philanthropic organiza-
tion of billionaire tech critic and eBay
founder Pierre Omidyar. “Our support
will help cover the travel, logistics and
communications costs of Frances’
team,” the organization, Luminate, told
AFP in a statement.

Also, a powerful press relations firm
founded by a former aide to president

Barack Obama helped manage the
process of sharing the leaked documents
to a consortium of US news outlets that
published their work with a “Facebook
Papers” tagline. Part of the reason she
has received a generally enthusiastic
welcome - apart from Facebook, which
once referred to her as “a former prod-
uct manager who worked at the compa-
ny for less than two years” - is her target
and timing. — AFP 

LISBON: Facebook Whistleblower
Frances Haugen delivers a speech on
the opening day of the Web Summit
in Lisbon. — AFP 

Germany experiencing 
‘massive’ pandemic of 
unvaccinated
FRANKFURT: Germany is experiencing a “mas-
sive” pandemic of the unvaccinated, Health Minister
Jens Spahn said yesterday, calling for curbs target-
ing those not inoculated to tame a resurgence in
COVID cases. The fourth wave is raging “with
exceptional force”, Spahn said. “We are currently
experiencing mainly a pandemic of the unvaccinat-
ed and it is massive,” he added, warning that “in
some regions in Germany intensive care beds are
running out again.”

Germany, Europe’s most populous country with
some 83 million people, has been grappling with a
fourth wave of COVID-19 cases in recent weeks
that has seen the seven-day incidence rate hit highs
not seen since May. The country added 20,398 cas-
es over the past 24 hours, the Robert Koch health
institute said yesterday, while another 194 people
died. More than 66 percent of the population is ful-
ly vaccinated, but Spahn expressed frustration at a
recent survey that showed a large part of
Germany’s still unvaccinated adults had no intention
of getting inoculated.

“For the unvaccinated, the risk is high that they
will become infected in the coming months,”
warned RKI chief Lothar Wieler, speaking at the
same press conference. Spahn called for “more
consistent” checks at establishments or events
where only those who can show they have been
vaccinated, have recovered from COVID or have
recently tested negative are allowed to enter.

In some hard-hit regions, he said, access should
be limited to those who are fully vaccinated or can
show proof of recovery - a system that excludes
the unvaccinated and is known as 2G in Germany.
“It’s nothing to do with vaccine bullying,” he said,
“but with avoiding an overloading of the healthcare
system”. To protect elderly residents in care homes,
and avoid a repeat of the deaths seen in such facili-
ties in the early stage of the pandemic, Spahn called
for mandatory tests for all visitors and staff, includ-
ing the vaccinated. His final recommendation was
for a bigger push on booster jabs, saying the cur-
rent pace “is insufficient”. Spahn’s plea for all vacci-
nated Germans to get a third jab six months after
their last coronavirus vaccine is at odds with the
nation’s STIKO vaccine commission, which for now
is only recommending booster shots for the elderly
and certain at-risk groups. For the elderly, getting a
booster was urgent, said Leif Erik Sander, who
leads a research group on infection immunology at
Berlin’s Charite hospital.  — AFP 

Augmented reality:
Early taste of the
metaverse?
LISBON: When Facebook unveiled a mock-up last
week of the “metaverse”-supposedly the internet of
the future-it showed people transported to a psyche-
delic world of flying fish and friendly robots. But while
even Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg acknowledges
these kinds of experiences could be many years away,
some enthusiasts argue that a more modest version of
the metaverse is already here.

“We’re in the early stages of the metaverse, in
some ways,” Peggy Johnson, CEO of Magic Leap,
told AFP at the Web Summit in Lisbon on Tuesday.
Magic Leap makes augmented reality (AR) headsets,
which have already been used by surgeons preparing
to separate a pair of conjoined twins, and by factory
supervisors carrying out site inspections. In both cas-
es, information popped up before the users’ eyes
about what they were seeing.

It might not feel quite as immersive-or as kooky-as
the virtual reality (VR) experiences that Zuckerberg
wants to eventually bring to people’s homes. But it
nonetheless blurs the divide between the physical
world and the digital one, a key idea behind the meta-
verse. “With VR, you put on a device, and then you’re
in another world,” Johnson said. “With AR, you put on
a device, you’re still in your world, but we’re aug-
menting it with digital content.”

So far, many people’s experiences of AR have been
limited to playing Pokemon Go or experimenting with
image filters that transplant a comical pair of ears onto
someone’s face. But it is in healthcare that the true
potential of AR is starting to be realized, Johnson said.
“You can call in experts who can look at the same
thing as you are, from another part of the world,” she
said. “During surgery, you can lay down digital lines
where perhaps the incision is going to occur.”

Founded in 2010, Magic Leap’s initial mission to
bring AR to the masses generated huge hype and
nearly $2.3 billion in venture funding. Early promo
material imagined it being used to bring a killer whale
into a gymnasium full of schoolchildren. But when
Magic Leap’s first headset was finally revealed in
2018, there was widespread disappointment; the
product was too bulky and expensive to catch on
among the general public. — AFP 

Rights body pulls 
pro-hijab campaign 
after French outcry
STRASBOURG: The pan European rights
body the Council of Europe has pulled a cam-
paign promoting diversity among women and
their freedom to wear the Muslim headscarf
after it sparked an outcry in fiercely secular
France. The online campaign - co-financed by
the European Union - was launched last week
by the Strasbourg-based institution and
touched a nerve among the right in France
where campaigning is ramping up ahead of next
spring’s presidential election.

Tweeted images showed portraits of two
smiling young women spliced in half and fused
together to show one with hair uncovered and
the other wearing the hijab. “Beauty is in diver-
sity as freedom is in hijab,” said one of the slo-
gans. “How boring it would be if everyone
looked the same? Celebrate diversity and
respect hijab,” it added. Initially passing largely
unnoticed, the campaign was seized upon by
anti-immigration extreme right contenders
seeking to unseat President Emmanuel Macron
in next year’s vote, and who fiercely oppose
hijab-wearing in public. 

“Islam is the enemy of freedom. This cam-
paign is the enemy of truth,” tweeted far-right
commentator Eric Zemmour, who has yet to
declare his candidacy, and who some polls pre-
dict could make it into a second round runoff
against Macron. “This European campaign pro-
moting the Islamist veil is scandalous and inde-
cent at a time when millions of women coura-
geously fight against this enslavement,” added
far-right leader Marine Le Pen, Macron’s main
rival in the 2017 polls.

‘Opposite of French values’ 
In a country where secularism is a corner-

stone of national values and the election cam-
paign has been fought mostly on right-wing ter-
ritory, the outcry went beyond the extreme
right. Paris region chief Valerie Pecresse, a pos-
sible contender against Macron from the tradi-
tional right, said she was “astonished” by the
campaign and added the hijab was “not a sym-
bol of freedom but of submission”.

Former EU Brexit negotiator Michel Barnier,
who is also seeking the right-wing nomination to
stand for president, added: “I would have wanted
the people who had the bad idea of this campaign
to have asked the women of (Taliban-ruled)
Kabul who are fighting precisely not to have this
veil.” Macron’s government also weighed in, say-
ing it had urged the Council of Europe to pull the
campaign. France is one of the 47 member states
of the Council which acts as the guardian of the
European Convention on Human Rights.

“I was profoundly shocked,” French Minister
for Young People Sarah El Hairy told LCI TV. “It
is the opposite of the values that France
defends, it is promoting the wearing of the hijab.
“This is to be condemned and because of this
France made clear its extremely strong disap-
proval and hence the campaign has now been
withdrawn as of today,” she said late Tuesday,
confirming Paris issued an official protest
through diplomatic channels.

“We have taken down these tweet messages
while we reflect on a better presentation of this
project,” a Council of Europe spokesman said.
“The tweets reflected statements made by indi-
vidual participants in one of the project work-
shops, and do not represent the views of the
Council of Europe or its Secretary General”
Marija Pejcinovic Buric, he added. The Council
did not confirm that the pulling of the campaign
was a direct result of French pressure. — AFP 

ZINNOWITZ, Germany: Seagulls fly in the sky and fight for food on the beach near the Baltic Sea in the village of
Zinnowitz on the island of Usedom, northern Germany, during a rainy autumn day. — AFP 
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